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Dumper wagon system from Kiruna
Wagon named finalist for Swedish Steel
Prize 2017
For developing the Helix Dumper, an innovative wagon solution that is highly
durable and far more efficient than other ore wagon offerings, Kiruna Wagon
has been named a finalist for the Swedish Steel Prize 2017.
The Swedish Steel Prize is an international prize that honors the art of engineering and
innovation in the steel industry. Kiruna Wagon from Sweden, is one of four finalists for this
year’s prize, which will be awarded during a ceremony in Stockholm, Sweden on May 11.
“Our customer had found a small design that they wanted to make into a large dedicated
wagon concept. There were many challenges to overcome, including how to achieve a
carrying capacity of a 100-ton payload, while keeping the wagon light,” explains Fredrik
Kangas, Managing Director at Kiruna Wagon.
The resulting Helix Dumper is a lightweight wagon structure with a high payload and an
ingenious offloading solution that has an unloading speed of 25,000 tons per hour, which is
twice that of other systems.
The design utilizes high-strength steel extensively in the structure of the wagon as well as
for the stiffeners around the wagon body and for the top rail of the wagon. Wear-resistant
steel is used in the two arches at the offloading site.
“The Helix Dumper is designed in a way that minimizes wear, which was one reason we
believe that our choice of materials was optimized,” says Kangas.
When comparing with other systems, a complete unloading system for the Helix costs
1/7th of what a rotational wagon cost. Furthermore, the Helix uses parts of the potential
energy of the ore to push the wagon forward as it unloads. This means no extra energy is
required and there is much less dust with almost no noise.
The jury’s motivation for selecting Kiruna Wagon as a finalist for the Swedish Steel Prize
2017 is:
“Kiruna Wagon has developed an innovative dumper wagon system for long-haul rail
transport and efficient unloading of minerals. Use of advanced high-strength structural and
wear-resistant steels made it possible to design lightweight wagons combined with a
stationary Helix terminal for on-the-fly rotary unloading. With its nearly doubled unloading
rate, the Helix system is superior to all conventional solutions and solves many problems
related to sticky aggregates. The terminal system is very cost effective, in terms of both
investment and operation.”
For nearly 20 years, the Swedish Steel Prize has recognized and rewarded small and large
companies as well as institutions and individuals who have developed a method or product
that utilizes the full potential of high-strength steel. The winner will receive a statuette by
the sculptor Jörg Jeschke and a cash prize of SEK 100,000 that SSAB encourages to be
donated to a charity of the winner’s choice.
Read more about the Swedish Steel Prize on www.steelprize.com.
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For further information, please contact:
Eva Petursson, Chairman of the Jury, Swedish Steel Prize, +46 243 712 04
Anna Rutkvist, Project Manager, Swedish Steel Prize, +46 243 716 40

SSAB is a Nordic and US-based steel company. SSAB offers value added products and
services developed in close cooperation with its customers to create a stronger, lighter and
more sustainable world. SSAB has employees in over 50 countries. SSAB has production
facilities in Sweden, Finland and the US. SSAB is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm and has a
secondary listing on Nasdaq Helsinki. www.ssab.com.
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